


Introduction 	 Observation 	 Analysis

In view of the rapid growth of marine
traffic, the ever-increasing dimensions
of sophisticated vessels and the often
dangerous nature of cargoes, a great
deal of investigation and planning is
called for If safe handling of traffic is to
be maintained in high-density areas.
This is especially true of port approaches
where congestion may become serious
in the near future.

Since 1973, extensive research is jointly
being carried out by the Netherlands
Maritime Institute and several other
maritime authorities, into marine traffic
movements in the approaches to
Rotterdam (Hook of Holland), the busiest
port in the world.
The ultimate goal of this lengthy research
project is to analyse present traffic
patterns and to develop means of arriving
at recommendations designed to further
improve the safety and efficiency of
traffic handling. Proposed measures to
this effect have to be simulated prior to
implementation in order to avoid
possible dangerous situations and other
unforeseen side effects.

1100 hours of traffic data (positions and
speed vector data of up to 40 targets
at a tirne) have been recorded with a
modified lotron Digiplot, a computerized
automatic plotter designed for shipborne
use, connected to the radar at the
"Pilot Maas" radar station, The data
were logged on tape at 15 second
intervals using a Data General Nova
minicomputer. The ships tracked for
their positions, course and speed, were
identified whenever possible to obtain
a record of the ships characteristics.
With the experience gained in this early
stage of the project, an on-line traffic
observation system was designed
(MATROS) combining the computer
based reconstruction of ships' tracks
with the rational thinking of a human
traffic observer somewhere in the area.

After a preliminary analysis with
the aid of a play-back monitor, 800 hours
of the data were extensively processed
to eliminate imperfections introduced
by the automatic tracking and recording
system, and to match the tracks with
the names of the individual ships
To this effect, the necessary software
was developed.
The improved data were used
to provide statistical information
(by computer analysis) on traffic density.
course and speed of traffic in each grid
area, the number of grid-line crossings.
the number of anchored ships.
the time spent at anchor and the number
of collision avoidance actions taken.
These figures can be calculated for
different conditions, such as time of the
day, day of the week. ship dimensions
and weather.

Figure 1 - The Hook of Holland Roads



Figure 2 - An ingoing route under pilotage 	 Figure 3 - Collision avoidance strategy

Real encounter

Evaluation
• Perception of target
• Check if encounter causes danger.

a visual observation
- approach test
- test of change in bearing

b manual or radar plotting
- approach test
- test of change in bearing
- closest point of approach test
-- time to closest point of approach test

• Estimation of danger
• Application of "rules -

Action
• Own ship burdened

if necessary . then execute appropriate
manoeuvre

• Own ship privileged
no action. unless collision cannot be
avoided by the burdened vessel alone.

PILOT STATION

ORIENTATION POINT

Simulation model

A detailed digital model for the
simulation of ships' passages through
the approaches to The Hook of Holland
has been developed Based on a variety
of data and information from various
nautical sources. the model is adapted
and verified with the aid of the Pilot
Maas data set. This relation between
observation and simulation is reflected
in the name of the model Observation
Related Port Approach Traffic Simulation
(ORPATS) See also figure 5.
Although the ORPATS model has been
developed for the approaches to
The Hook of Holland. it is adaptable
for use in any sea area in the world
Especially in areas where new harbours
will be installed or extensions are
planned. this model may provide the
authorities with a ready tool to further
safeguard future marine traffic.

Input

The model has the following general
traffic data as input -

*Topology of the area e.g. given
traffic-separation schemes, locations
of buoys, natural depth restrictions,
coast, anchorage areas, deep-draught
channels, etc.

*Ships' data: classified in seven cate-
gories from 300 to 300,000 tons, each
with its own set of manoeuvring charac

, teristics such as rate of turn, maximum
speed. acceleration/deceleration and
speed reduction on turn.

• Pilotage: the number of pilot stations,
their position, manoeuvrability and
the area and way in which their services
are rendered, including the process
of slacking-off, lee manoeuvring
and speed-increase

• Arrival and departure frequencies:
course indications. type of ship
and whether or not the ship is under
pilotage .

• Traffic rules: e g the 1972 International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions
at sea and goodseamanship Local
rules to regulate traffic and improve
safety in the area are also considered

Specific model parameters

• Traffic routes: some 30 ingoing and
outgoing routes have been defined.
including some that contradict the
recommended traffic-separation
scheme. Figure 2 shows an example of
an ingoing route under pilotage

• Collision avoidance strategy: in order
to achieve a realistic traffic pattern in
simulation, a collision avoidance strategy
closely following the actions taken in
real ship encounters. has been
incorporated This strategy is based on
a checking procedure involving complete
analysis of the factors affecting a ship
as is shown in Figure 3.



Figure 4 - An encounter between two vessels

time needed to rotate relative speed vector over angle soF
time available till point of closest approach is reached

of a quantitative danger criterion
(Fd) as shown in Figure 4. Here ship A has
to carry out an evasive manoeuvre
according to the rules in order not to
enter ship B's domain.
This danger function is defined as the
ratio of two time factors; the time needed
to avoid a target and the time still
available.
The time needed factor is approximated
by the time required to rotate the relative
speed vector in the direction prescribed
by the rules (in Figure 4 rotation through
o is required). Thus the time needed
also depends on the manoeuvring
characteristics. This danger criterion in
fact introduces the observed evasive
actions taken by tha average navigator
in the area,

Danger criterion

Traffic observations have resulted in two
levels of danger values:

• a low level: the burdened vessel starts
an evasive manoeuvre:

•a high level to start a last minute
manoeuvre if another burdened vessel
does not make an evasive manoeuvre.

These danger levels depend upon the
size of the ships involved in the
encounter.

Model

9Y

to

Ships of different classes, each with its
own manoeuvring characteristics are set
in motion at the area boundaries
They follow up to 30 different routes,
some of which are under pilotage.
The track in each route is characterized
by five orientation points (OP).
Ships proceed from one OP to the next.
The actual tracks of ships that follow
the same route may vary considerably,
since these tracks depend on where
the ships were iinitially started, their
turning circles. the number of evasive
manoeuvres carried out. etc.
The Closest -Point-of-Approach (CPA)
lest is based on the ship domain
concept A domain is the area around a
ship which the navigator wishes to keep
free of other ships or objects.
In simulation. the CPA test uses a
standard domain with a different radius
for the starboard. port and astern
sectors, multiplied by a scaling factor
depending on the target ship's type
(Figure 4 shows such a ship's domain)
In case simulated encounters occur,
the 'rules' are applied to the potentially
dangerous targets with the aid

Encounter in simulation

Evaluation
• Range test
• Check it encounter causes danger -

- approach test
— closest point of approach test
-- time to closest point of approach lest

• Calculation of danger function (F d )
• Application of "rules"

Action
• Own ship burdened:

if danger criterion > predetermined low
level, then execute appropriate manoeuvre

• Own ship privileged
no action, unless danger criterion >
predetermined upper level, then execute
evasive manoeuvre based on maximization
of CPA.



GENERAL TRAFFIC DATA
• topology of the area
• ships data
• pilotage data
• frequencies of arrivals and departures
• rules of the road/local regulations

MODEL PARAMETERS
• routes
• collision

avoidance
strategy

DATA BASED ON
EXPERIENCE
• navigator's influence
• pilots influence

SIMULATION OF MARINE TRAFFIC
OBSERVATION OF MARINE TRAFFIC

output statistics
of simula ed traffic

• course/speed distributions
• traffic density distributions
• statistics on collision
• avoidance manoeuvres

statistics of
observed traffic

validation position 	 application position
	  information flow

for management policy

Flowchart

Output

The model gives the following statistics:

• course/speed and traffic density
distributions specifying type of ship and
location within the area,

• collision avoidance manoeuvres
divided into course/speed deviations
and the number of last-minute
manoeuvres, specifying, type of ship,
position within the area, route followed,
the number of times the ship's domain
has been entered, etc.

These statistics are primarily used
to compare the model with the actual
situation. In simulating proposed
changes, e g alternative traffic-.
separation schemes, these statistics
provide the basis for a sound part traffic
management policy.

Validation

The results of each simulation are
recorded on tape and processed in the
same way as the earlier observations.
These statistical data are compared
with observation data via an advanced
rnultivariate statistical technique.
The model parameters are adapted
where necessary until the results of
simulated traffic correspond, within
statistically justifiable limits, with those
of the traffic observed

Figure 5 - ORPATS Flowchart
The chart shows two
situations .

— switch in validation position
— switch in application position



Applications 	 Summary

The ORPATS model is primarily
designed to evaluate current and future
proposals for the regulation of marine
traffic in the approaches to The Hook of
Holland The ultimate aim is to maintain
and preferably increase the safety and
efficiency of traffic flows
The predictive properties of the model
will be used to test alternative traffic
schemes and to evaluate any changes
that may occur. such as

• intensification of traffic in the deep-
draught channels by enforcing its use by
certain types of ship. e g those carrying
dangerous cargoes and deep-draught
vessels

• full acceptance of the routing principles
as laid down in Rule 10 of the 1972
Collision Prevention Regulations

• repositioning of one or both pilot stations

• locating stationary obstructions in
the area such as buoys, a radar-sensor
platform, vessels at anchor and
dredgers

• modifying traffic-separation schemes

*introduction of special routes for vessels
carrying dangerous cargoes .

• privileged status for vessels carrying
dangerous cargoes.

• increasing the number of pilotage
facilities

In a research programme sponsored
by the Dutch Maritime Authorities a
cornputer model for simulation of marine
traffic in the approaches to The
Hook of Holland has been developed
by the Netherlands Maritime Institute
Rotterdam and the Koninklijk4Shell
Laboratonum, Amsterdam
With the implementation of a new
grounding avoidance strategy presently
being developed, its applicability
will be extended to narrow straits
rivers and harbour basins
At present ORPATS is a valuable tool for
an advanced pbrt approach management
philosophy Owing to its modular set-up
and flexibility, the model can be applied
for simulation studies of any other sea
area with complex traffic situations

This simulation model has
been developed in co-operation
with the:

— Directorate-General of Pilotage
— Directorate-General of Shipping
— Royal Netherlands Shipowners

Association
Laboratorium

Amsterdam (Shell Researchf3 V )
— Netherlands Maritime Institute
— Netherlands Waterways Authority.

North Sea Directorate
— Netherlands Waterways Authority.

Data Processing Division

netherlands maritime institute
P.O. Box 1555
300013N Rotterdam
Telephone: (010)114768
Telex: 27067
Cables: nemarin Rotterdam
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I Principle of the MATROS - SYSTEM

Radar installation
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Application new
Traffic rules

SEA TRAFFIC RESEARCH IN THE 1980 's 
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speed
(during spraying)

spraying path
area capacity

Specifications of the
the dispersing meth
storage capacity
pump capacity

A brief discription of the equipment

The Smal Agt is equipped with two
spraying arms of each 15 meters length
to apply dispersants on the oil slicks

This ship employes two waterpumps each
with a capacity of 60 m'/hour and one
dispersant pump with a maximum
capacity of 20 rn 3/hour.
The agents are mixed with water at a
ration of 1 to 10 (2nd generation
dispersants) or 1 to 50 (3th generation
dispersants).
The Smal Agt has a storage capacity of
140 m 3 for dispersants by which she is
able to combat respectively 1400 m 3 and
5600 m' of oil.

to be a valuable contribution in
combatting oil spillages at sea.
With the oilsweeping arms the Smal Agt is
capable to recover oilspillages from the
sea surface in moderate sea-states.
In rough sea-states the alternative system
of dispersing oil, which has been
maintained on board of the Smal Agt, has
to be employed:

Smal Agt in view of
od.
- 140 rn 3

- 140 m' dispersant/
water mixture

- 10 knots
- 40 meters
- 700.000 rryhour

The oil-sweeping-arms are, when not in
operation, placed on deck, each on one
side of the vessel. A sweeping arm
consists of a rigid wooden screen
mounted in steel construction with two
floating pontoons on the ends. The arms
are launched by means of davits,
especially designed for this purpose.
The sweeping-arms are to be towed
alongside with an angle of about
60 degrees to the sailing direction as
shown in the illustration.
By manoeuvering the towing lines the
angles can be varied as required. The
inner pontoon is equipped with a fixed
rudder to keep the arm free from the
ship's side.
Also a built-in-weir to skim the oil from
the water surface and an oil/water
collection tox are placed in the inner
pontoon. When sweeping a surface flow
will be created along the arm by which the
oil is guided to the collector, where it is
skimmed off.
Pumps placed on board of the vessel will
transfer the collected oil/water mixture to
the storage tanks for separation.

Separation of the oil/water mixture is
possible in several ways. When dealing
with very viscous oil or when very large

SEPARATION POSSIBILITIES

The mechanical oil recovery system of the
Smal Agt consists of the following devices:
• two oil-sweeping arms
• several oil storage/seperation tanks
• an oil-water seperator (of the gravity

type).

Wt.

011 STORAGE TANK

WATER

Ott.

WPAAATO1I
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111111111011116111
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Length ovetoft

Width

Spee.ct

Crew

Propussior

54.5 tr,

9,5 m
max 10 knots

8 rnernbets

twc, engines : . 300 HP ec.: ,

jK

General arangernent my „Srnal Agt

quantities of oil are to be removed the
best method to handle the collected
mixture oil/water is to pump it directly to
the storage tanks. After the first
separation has taken place by gravity the
water underneath the oil layer, which
contains in some cases still some oil, will
be lead through the separator (a closed
tiltable plate interceptor) and the cleaned
water will be pumped into the sea.
In case of small oil spills the oil/water
mixture will be lead through the separator
first. The oil will be pumped into the
storage tanks and the cleaned water into
the sea.

Specification of the Smal Agt in view of
mechanical oil recovery method.
storage capacity 	 - 440 m 3
sweeping path 	 -35 m.
max. speed

(during sweeping) - 2 knots
area capacity 	 - 125.000 m 7/hour
pumping capacity -500 m 3/hour (mixture)

per sweeping arm
Capacity as a function of the layer
thickness.

Depending on the viscosity of the
oil/water mixture, the capacity of a
sweeping arm is up to 500 m 3 oil-water
mixture/hour.



Recently, a new type of the oil-sweeping-
arm has been developed, with a pump,
mounted in the inner pontoon of the arm.
The pump will be driven by a hydraulic
powerpack, which is-placed on deck of
the vessel. The advantage of this system
is that it is self contained and that it can
be used by any kind of ship with sufficient
storage capacity for the recovered oil and
which complies with the international
safety regulations.
The pump is designed for the transfer of
large volumes of crude oil and also for
pumping very viscous oilproducts, such
as heavy fuels and sticky emulsions.

Practical experiences of mechanical oil
spill clean-up with reference to recent
mayor spills

The Smal Agt assisted in cleaning up the
oilspills from the Amoco Cadiz as well as
from the Eleni V accident. In both cases
the new oil recovery system was
employed. It was experienced that in
cases of high viscous oils the collected
oil -water mixture should at least contain

30 percent of water to be pumbed into the
tanks of the vessel.
In doing so the water will act as a carrier
of the oil, by which the resistance in the
transfer-pipes will be reduced.
In both cases the supply of oil was
sometimes so high that the swept mixture
contained less than 30 percent of water
and the suction pumps were not able to
transfer the oil to the tank
For this reason the PumPwill be mounted
in the sweeping arm as close as possible
on the oil collection box. In this way the
collected oil can be forced through the
transfer-pipes to the storage tanks
instead of being sucked through the
pipes as would be the case en the
pumps are placed on boaasre wdohf the vessel.
It was also experienced that preference
should be given to pumping the oil-water
mixture directly into thestorage tanks

Y w
and to separate the 	 water underneath
the oil layer after the firs roughough settling.
Through these experiences the Ministry
of TransPort and Public Works is able to
run an "up to date" oil combatting vessel,
thus giving a contribution to the combat
against oil pollution.

Februari 1979

Ministry of Transport and Public Works, Plesmanweg 1-6, The Hague.
Information Department: telephone: 070-747120 or 747343.



- EXTERNAL REPORT -

STUDY OF A MARINE TRAFFIC
OBSERVATION SYSTEM (MATROS)

1. INTRODUCTION 

Between December 1 973 and February 1974 KSLA made a radar data
logging sYstem available to Rijkswaterstaat (RWS), the Netherlands
Waterways Authority, to enable them to make an investigation into the
marine traffic in the aPProaches to the Hook of Holland l .The sYstem
consisted of a modified DigiPlot, a computerized automatic radar plotter
originally designed as a shipborne navigational aid for providing
collision avoidance information, c°uPled to a Data General NOVA 1200 Jdata-logging computer. The Digiplot was hooked up' to the radar at the
"Pilot Maas" radar station at the Hook ofHolland and the marine traffic
data ( Positions and sPeeds of up to 40 targets) extracted by the Digiplot
were logged on PaPer tape at 1 5-second intervals.

As a follow-up to this project, KSLA and RWS agreed to design a
marine traffic observation system (MATROS) that could be installed on
board an observation vessel of RWS and thus be used at different
locations (see Appendix I). It was envisaged that the system would alsomake use of an automatic radar Plotter for radar data extraction, but
be so designed that a traffic observer (operator) could add information
on-line to the measured and logged traffic data. The design and
feasibility aspects of such an on-line marine traffic observation system
have now been examined by KSLA.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The main objective of the study was:

"To investigate and establish the feasibility of the design and
construction of an on-line marine traffic observation system to
be operational on board a relatively small, seagoing, observation
vessel (m.s. "Smal Agt")".

To achieve this objective, we divided the study into a number of parts.
The following aspects, all of which are dealt with in this report, were
examined:

(i) Functional design of a sYstem to collect and transform radar data
such that complete track histories are reconstructed and stored,
together with details of the ships, on a specified output medium



(magnetic tape). The system should be based on a commercially
available automatic radar plotter for shiPborne use (i.e. a
collision avoidance system (CAS)) for the extraction of radar
data and a real time computer system to transform and sort the
data and support on-line communication between the system and the
traffic observer.

(ii)Design of the'operational procedures, identification procedures
(for ships being tracked) as well as corncunication aspects (in
close cooperation with the users of the system (RWS)).

(iii)The effect of environmental conditions on the operation of the
equipment and selection of the radar data extractor and computer
system.

(iv)The type of radar system preferred for linking with MATROS.

(v) Outline specification of the required software (function analysis)
and estimation of the time needed for its development.

Design of the mechanical layout of the equipment on board the
observation vessel; design of man-machine interface in cooperation
with the Psychological Laboratory of the Rijksuniversiteit, Utrecht.

(vii) Estimation of cost of complete system, and time schedule for
realisation.

( vi )



3. FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM 

3.1. Functions of the system - general description 

The design for MATROS is a development of the marine tr affi c
data logging system used for the recording of ship track data at the
Pilot Maas radar station and of the off-line data processing system
used by KSLA for processing this data set i . The two essential features
of this development are, first, that the procedures used for reconstructing
complete and reliable track histories from the measured data (Position
and speed measurements provided by the radar data extractor) are
Performed on -line in the computer system and, second, that the quality
of the data recorded can be improved by on-line communication between a
traffic observer and the system.

The on-line system envisaged for processing the measured data
retains the essential functions of the off-line data processing system.
Thus the system is designed to join up all the continuous sequences of
Points (in successive measured-data records) to form track lines,
remove permutations, couple all the track lines for each individual
target and filt er and smooth the complete tracks so obtained. The
incorporation of an on-li ne man-machine interface enables the traffic
observer to add the required identification data (ship's type, dead
weight, etc.) during processing of the measured data and, when appropriate,
to initiate measures to cope with any imperfections in the data handling
(lost targets, spurious targets, permutations incorrectly or not
identified, etc.).

The traffic data recorded by the system is logged on magnetic
tape. These tapes may then be used off-line for traffic studies etc.

3.2. Functional description of the hardware 

A block diagram of the hardware design for MATROS is shown
in Figure 1.

3.2.1. Radar system-----------_
The radar system consists of the following parts:

- scanner for S -band radar (10 cm wavelengths),
- scanner for X -band radar ( 3 cm wavelengths),
- PPI* for the navigator (9 inch or 12 inch display),
- PPI for the MATROS observer (16 inch display),
- interswitch unit,
- power supply unit.

With the exception of the PPI for the MATROS observer, all the above
are standard products which do not need any modifications. The MATROS
__--------
* PPI = plan position indicator.
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pPI is ncn -standard in that the display has to incorporate 
a moveablemarker (electro n i c cursor) which can be used to tag targets or mark

defined positions under control of its own joystick via the MATROS computeFrom our 
negotiations with Radio Holland b.v. we learn that this feature

can be easily built into the Raytheon TM.CPA radar.

3.2.2. Radar data extractor

In MATROS, radar data extraction is an essential function ofthe operation. 
The radar data extractor is the interface between the

ship's radar sYstem and the MATROS computer and, since an automaticradar Plotter is to be used for this function, a synthetic vector
display of the targets tracked will be available so that the traffic
observer can f011ow the operation of the system. The vector display andthe associated controls (especially the electronic cursor and its
joystick) also form an important part of the 

man-machine interfaceof 'MATROS (see Sections 3.6 and 6).

Automatic target acquisition and tracking of all targets
within the observation area are considered basic functional requirements
for the radar data extractor (one of the reasons for the decision
to use an automatic radar Plotter for radar data extraction). Forautomatic acquisition and tracking, a digitised video signal is
derived from the raw radar video signal. Ideally the digitised video
signal should be zero when no target return is detected and 'one' for
relevant targets. This in fact means that the 'threshold level' (the
signal level generated internally with which the Video signal iscompared) has to be controlled such that it is continuously adjusted
to an optimum value. Ideally, the threshold level should be controlled
to a value just above noise (sea clutter etc.) on a feedback basis.

After Processing the radar signals ( scanner and video signals)and the gyro compass signals, the radar data extractor constructs
a 

"tracking" file containing the courses and speeds of all targetsin 
the observation area, together with identification numbers(ID nos.)for each 

target. The contents of the tracking file are transferred to 
aminicomputer at the end of every radar antenna revolution (3.3 seconds).

Communication with the minicomputer takes place via, e.g., a 16-bit
parallel input/output data link.

As far as the vector display is concerned, the electronic
cursor feature will be extended for MATROS use. Eight different symbols
will be available for tagging targets and/or addressing defined
Positions on the display and, in addition to the manual joystick control,
it will also be possible to control the positions of these symbols
externally by the computer. (For a description of this facility, seeAppendix II.)

3.2.3. Computer system

The control functions and the MATROS strategy (i.e. trafficdata processing and recording) as well as the bookkeeping tasks 
areconcentrated in an on-line minicomputer system. The traffic observer
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communicates with the system via a visual display unit (VDU), which is
connected to the computer by means of an ASCII serial data link. All
MATROS software is stored on a disc, while the processed tarcet data
will be stored on industry compatible magnetic tape. The disc will also
be used for short-term data storage.

Besides external control of the electronic cursor of the
vector display (see above), the computer also controls the electronic
cursor on the raw radar display (PPI). A hardware symbol generator
built into the radar system is used for the continuous display
of a specific symbol at the required position. This position can be
controlled in two different ways:

(i) automatically, by the MATROS programs. Some incidental traffic
situations observed by the computer may require the observer to
input additional information. In such cases it may be helpful if
the computer can point to a certain position on the ?PI.

(ii)by the observer, by the use of the PPI joystick (drawn in the block
diagram as a functional part) which operates via the computer.

The computer generates the x and Y -coordinates for the symbol and these
are transferred via, e.g., a 16-bit parallel digital output link. Since
no other infcrmation needs to be transferred between the radar and
minicomputer, no 'handshaking' procedures are required. The communication
is therefore fairly simple.

3.2.4. Track line display (trend recorder)

A 'trend recorder' has been included in the system for the
display of short-term historical data. It is connected to the mini-
computer via a link carrying all data types (analog, digital or video)
and the observer can select (via the VDU) a number of targets for the
display of the corresponding track lines (say 15 minutes hi story).
For the sake of clarity, a maximum of, say, 4 targets can be displayed
at any one time.

3.2.5. Pitch and roll compensation

A pitch and roll compensating system has been drawn in the block
diagram shown in Figure 1; broken lines have been used since the
inclusion of such a system can be regarded as optional. Commercially
available automatic radar plotters for shipborne use have built-in
filters to smooth out the inaccuracies due to own ship's movements.
For MATROS, this data filtering is considered to be sufficient.

Details of a separate pitch and roll compensating system are
given in Section 4.1 of this report. We suggest that the possibility
of incorporating such a stand alone hardware pitch and roll compensating
system at a later stage should be borne in mind. However, for realisation,
thorough studies regarding the dynamic behavi our of a gyro compass withrepeaters as well as that of the pitch and roll transmitters themselves
are still required.
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3.2. 6 . Back-up storage of data

If for any reason output data cannot be transferred to
magnetic tape (e.g. due to hardware failure) the system will rcmain
oPerational because output data can also be stored on disc. Later,
when the magnetic tape unit is available again, disc data can be
written off-line to magnetic tape. The storage capacity required for
thi s back-up facility is approximately 3.5 Mbytes for 2 4 hours of

data* . If a disc with a capacity of 5 Mbytes (or more) is considered,
this type of back-up will be feasible.

The system can also be designed so that data are transferred
from disc to magnetic tape only once every 24 hours as standard procedure.
The magnetic tape unit would then only be required to be switched on for
short periods. The main advantage of this method of operation is that the
average power consumption of the system would be reduced by some 400 VA.
This point becomes more important when we take into account that the
system has to be mounted within a closed-circuit air-conditioned
environment.

3.3. Introduction to the use of the system 

The use of the system has been considered as an important
part of the functional analysis of MATFOS. The procedures having a
bearing on man-machine communication have been designed in close
cooperation with the ergonomics experts of the Psychological Laboratory
of the Bijksuniversiteit, Utrecht.

In view of the length of the description of the use of the
system it has been divided into three parts. An overall picture of
an observation period with an outline of the operations taking place
throughout the period is given in Section 3.4. The identification
work to be performed by the traffic observer is introduced in
Section 3.5 and details of the identification data requir'ed are also
given. A detailed description of the conversational procedures between
the system and the observer and the various modes of operation is
given in Section 3.6. A proposal for the conversational language
is also included.

3.4. Description of an observation period 

The length of an observation period may range from a few
days up to, say, one week (24 hours a day continuous operation).
Three phases have been distinguished in an observation period:

(i) Phase 1 is the period during which the observation vessel is
anchored at the desired position; the ship's radar, the
radar data extractor, computer system and all other

* For 80-100 targets, the data (essentially the track line table
data - see Section 5.3 - plus the available identification data)
requires approximately 1200 bytes of storage. This data is logged
every 30 seconds; therefore for 24 hours storage 24 x 60 x 2 x 1200=3,1456,



relevant peripherals are switched on; the computer Programs
ar e initiated, e.g. program loading and program start,
input of all parameters, adjustment of observation area
limit lines. Phase 1 is completed as soon as the system
runs normally.

(ii)Phase 2 is the period in which the initial traffic situation is
identified. When an observation period is begun, there
will certainly be a number of targets within the observation
area which MATROS begins to track immediately after start-up,
regardless of the actions of the observer (e.g. adjustment
of parameters during phase 1). The task of the observer
(in phase 2 ) is to identify these targets and to input
corresponding data into the system.

(iii)Phase 3 starts as soon as the initial traffic situation has been
logged. The normal work of the observer in this phase will
be to take action after:
- new targets have entered the observation area in a
normal way (i . e. by crossing the area limits),

- tracked targets have been unexpectedly lost,
- new targets have entered the area in an "off-normal"
way (e.g. by suddenly appearing somewhere within the
observation area),

- messages from the computer which ask for the observer's
attention have been issued on the VDU.

3.5. Identification of targets 

In general the observation area will be as drawn in Figure 2.
The area is limited by an outer bound (range of the radar data extractor)
and limit lines ("lim lines") can also be used to exclude some of the
area from target tracking. A target is considered a new target when it
appears within the inner bound, a ring at a defined range wi thin the
outer bound. Automatic tracking of the target by the radar data extractor
begins at this point. While the track of the target is being reconstructed
by the minicomputer from the observations received from the radar data
extractor, identification data may be added. Tracking of targets is
terminated as soon as they move outside the outer bound.

The identification data will normally be:

- the type of target,
- the dead weight class (see below).

For some specific applications, more detailed information about targets
may be required, e.g.:

- name of the object (ship, buoy, etc.),
- nationality.



1M LINE

t1 - NEW TARGET ENTERS THE INNER OBSERVATION AREA; TRACKING STARTED

t2 - IDENTIFICATION OF THE TARGET STARTED

t3 • IDENTIFICATION OF THE TARGET COMPLETED

t4 - TRACKED TARGET LEAVES THE OBSERVATION AREA, TRACKING TERMINATED

FIGURE 2 GENERAL LAYOUT OF OBSERVATION AREA
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The identification of targets will be carried out in a specific sequence,
depending on the visibility as well as the availability of auxiliary
equ ipment. The first stage will be the determination of the type of
target, the next stage will be the estimation of dead weight and, in
an optional final stage, the name and nationality will be determined.

As agreed with RWS, the following types of targets are to be
distinguished:

CODE
	

DESCRIPTION 

	

BC
	

bulk carrier

	

CC
	

container carrier

	

GK 	 general cargo vessel

	

MM
	

naval vessel

	

PL 	 Pilot vessel

	

PS
	

Passenger or crew ship

	

RV
	

recreational vessel

	

TD
	

tanker, dangerous cargo

	

TO 	 oil tanker

	VL
	

fishing vessel

	WM
	

work ship

The dead weight classification limits are

GROUP
	

DEAD WEIGHT
TONNAGE

1
	

0 - 	 500

2
	

500 - 	 1500

3
	

1500 - 10000

4
	

10000 - 25000

5
	

25000 - 50000

6
	

50000 - 100000

7
	

100000 - 250000

8
	

250000 and more



These lists of types and dead weight classifications should be considered
to be Provisional. They may be modified in the system analysis phase
(during sYstem realisation).

The auxiliary means which may assist the observer with the
identification of targets will include:

(1) Optical instruments (e.g. binoculars) for visual observations.
(ii) Visual observations from a special vessel (e.g. a small and

fast vessel). During Poor visibility conditions it may be
possible to facilitate identification by approaching the targets
to be identified in this vessel.

(iii) Visual observations from an aircraft assigned and equipped for the
purpose. This identification job may be an additional task for
the aircraft which is at present used for tracing oil pollution
of the sea surface.

(iv)Requests for identification information from the authorities (pilot
stations, traffic control, etc.) via VHF radio communication.

(v) VHF -radio communication between the MATROS vessel itself and
the targets to be identified.

(vi) Monitoring of the VHF channels only. This has an acvantage in that
the risk of the MATROS operation influencing the marine traffic
pattern is avoided.

We may conclude from the above that the communication aspects
of the identification Procedure are very important. Coordinate figures
(Decca readings, etc.) and exotic ship names will have to be quite
frequently transferred and therefore the observers should at all times
keep to a strict communication Protocoa to prevent loss of time and
decrease in accuracy.

3.6. Conversational procedures between system and observer 

The conversational procedures between MATROS and the observer
are concentrated around the VDU, which is provided with an alpha-
numeric keyboard, and the radar data extractor (vector display and
control panel). Some basic requirements have been set for the conversational
language:

(i)The procedures shall be 'user oriented' (i.e. 'user friendlY').
(ii)No ingenious rules of the game shall need to be learned.
(iii)Answers and commands keyed into the system shall consist of a

minimum number of characters; as far as possible only one character
shall be used.

(iv)The actions to be taken by the observer shall normally be apparent
from instructive VDU messages.



SECTOR 1 	 WORK ORDER LIST

SECTOR 2 	 CONVERSATIONAL AREA

SECTOR 3 	 MESSAGES, SYSTEM INFORMATION

KEYBOARD

The VDU screen is divided into three functional areas (sectors),
shown in Figure 3:

(i) Sectorl (ca. 10 lines* ) displays target data from the "work order"
list, a list containinC all targets still to be identified.

(i ) Secto-r - 
-

2 (ca. 8 lines * ) is the conversational area. All questions- - - 
asking, for any action (i.e. answer) from the observer are
written within this area. The answers from the observer,
keyed into the system, are likewise displayed in this area.

(ca. 8 lines*) displays all messages from MATROS which do not
expect any direct action on the Part of the observer. The
area can be used to display additional information about
the traffic situation as well as information about the
operation of the sYstem itself.

FIGURE 3 FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT OF VDU FOR MATROS

* The numbers of lines given here are based on a VDU with a 26-line
display. This figure depends on the type and manufacture of the VDU
and maYdifferslightly. If so, the numbers of lines in the sectors
will have to be adapted.

as

(iii) Sector
-

3-------



The conversational procedures are described in detail in the
following three sub-sections, the procedures being grouped according
to the sector of the VDU in which the messages are displayed.

3.6.1. Sector 1 - Targets to be identified

Sector 1 displays data on targets selected from the work
order list. The work order list contains information about all the
targets to be identified, but, owing to the restricted number of
lines , only the 8 most relevant targets (i.e. the 8 targets with the
highest priority - see below) can be displayed at a time. As soon
as the identification of a target is completed it disappears from the
list, whereafter the list is rearranged and again the 8 most relevant
targets are displayed. This procedure continues until all the targets
hav e been identified. If no identification data is input, the list is
rearranged once per time unit (at, say, one minute intervP1s) according
to the priority scheme (see below).

The top line in sector 1 gives information about the total
number of targets within the observation area and about the progress
of identification work. Figure 4 is an example of a sector 1 display.
The data displayed has been derived from a set of artificial data
given in Table I. This table is representative of a work order list
and describes the (artificial) situation plotted in Figure 5.

NUMBER OF TARGETS: 28, STILL TO IDENTIFY: 28

TARGET(NO) 	 BEARING(DEGR) 	 RANGE(MILES)
	

COURSE(DEGR) 	 SPEED(KNOTS)

143 313 7.8 351 16.2
140 293 7.3 .216 19.2
128 50 6.4 41 15.0
124 33 5.4 64 16.2
127 50 5.4 64 13.2
139 257 4.8 250 13.8
145 321 7.3 225 17.4
130 124 6.0 94 8.4

FIGURE 4 EXAMPLE OF A SECTOR 1 DISPLAY
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TABLE I

WORK ORDER LIST OF 28 RANDO!:1 TARGETS

Identification
number

Bearing,
degr.

Range,
miles*

Course,
degr.

Speed,
knots

121 114 12.9 187 15.0
122 15 7.8 239 9.0
123 20 10.3 233 37.2
124 33 5.4 614 16.2
125 36 8.3 40 3.6
126 50 5.0 36 11.4
127 	 ' 50 5.4 64 13.2
128 60 6.14 41 15.0
129 76 10.3 22 19.8
130 124 - 6.0 914 8.14
131 126 11.0 85 13.2
132 155 8.2 48 18.0
133 157 7.5 52 10.2
134 162 8.4 614 15.0
135 186 10.4 70 17.9
136 195 6.7 78 13.8
137 222 3.4 252 13.2
138 242 1.6 84 12.0
139 257 14.8 250 13.8
140 293 7.3 216 19.2
1141 296 7.0 213 11.14
1142 312 12.3 145 1-8
1 143 313 7.8 351 16.2
1 144 321 7.9 220 9.6
145 321 7.3 225 17.4
146 325 5.0 55 4.2
147 342 11.4 229 2.4
1148 0 1.3 243 114.14

* All distances calculated by the system are im nautical miles
(= 1852 m).
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FIGURE 5 PLOT OF 28 TARGETS FROM (ARTIFICIAL) WORK ORDER LIST



The sequence of targets displayed in the work order list
determined according to a Priority scheme based on the following

criteria:
(i)priority levell - all targets within a range of 8 miles * , the

relative -sequence within this level being determined by a ranking

factor, RF. RF is the calculated time elapsed before the target
reaches a range of 8 miles', assuming the target maintains its
original course and speed. The shorter this time the sooner the
target has to be identified.

(ii)Priority level 2_ - all targets within the observation area but at
g range greater than 8 miles* . The relative sequence within this
level is likewise determined by the use of a ranking factor, but
in this case the time needed to reach the observation area outer
bound has to be calculated.

3.6.2. Sector 2 - Dialogue between observer and system

Sector 2 (lines 11 to 18) displays the conversational
texts and data- The information i s displayed in a so-called roll c'ode,
which means that all new lines of data enter the display on the same
line (here line 18) and, on the entry of new data, the former content
of each display line moves one line higher (former content of line 18
to 17; 17 to 16; 16 to 15 and so on).

Line number 11 is excluded from this oPeration; it always
displays the mode of identification, of which there are two:

(i)RESTRICTED IDENTIFICATION: Only type and dead weight is input.

(ii)EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION : Besides type and dead weight, name and
nationality and possibly some more
detailed information can be input.

The operator can change the mode of identification at any time by
typing 'CM' andthenPressing the carriage return. Figure 6 shows an
example of this procedure.

3.6.2.1. Input of identification data

As long as more than one target has to be identified,'
the observer has to decide which target to identify first. This choice
can be made by the observer himself, but he can also follow the work
order list as generated by the computer (displayed in sector 1).

The observer can open the identification data record of a
Particular target in two ways. If the observer does not wish to make
use of the work order list, he first has to tag the target he wants
to identify with a cursor symbol on the vector display (by using the
appropriate joystick). Once the sYmbol has captured the target, the
computer 'knows' which target the observer is addressing and replies
almost immediately with a message in sector 2:

The range limit of 8 (nautical) miles is a default value; the observer
may adjust this figure to local conditions.
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EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION, 	 CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM'

(a) Original display

RESTRICTED IDENTIFICATION, 	 CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM'

CM

a       

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

(b) Display after typing 'CM' and then

pressing carriage return

FIGURE 6 EXAMPLE OF A CHANGE IN THE MODE OF IDENTIFICATION



17 	 CURSOR TARGET NUMBER: 	 148

18 	 •

e observer can then open the identification data file of the target
ty typing

If the ID no. of the target is known, e.g. when the observer
is using the work order list as a guide, it is not necessary to use the
rector display cursor. In this case he simply types in the target
ID no. followed by a colon:

18 	 148:

The computer then automatically moves the electronic cursor of the vector
display to the addressed target.

Figures 7 and 8 show examples of such dialogues between the
observer and the computer.

RESTRICTED  IDENTIFICATION, 	 CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM'

CURSOR TARGET NUMBER: 148

NOW?

TYPE: 	 TO)

DEAD WEIGHT: 	 1000001

FIGURE 7 EXAMPLE OF IDENTIFICATI

(RESTRICTED IDENTIFICATIC

	

Note: The underlining is used here to denote the characi 	 the

	

observer. The symbol ' ) ' denotes the pressing of 	 irn
key.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18



EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION,

148:

NOW?

TYPE: 	 TO)

DEAD WEIGHT: 	 1000001

NAME: 	 MS XXXXX 

NATIONALITY: 	 ZZZZZZ?

CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM'

In Figure 7 target 148 was selected with the cursor of the
tor display and the mode of identification was restricted (only

-vre and dead weight). If the question 'NOW?' had been answered with
(i.e. no), the addressed target would have been withdrawn from the

w:rk order list for a Period of 6 minutes (default value, can be chaheed
ty the operator - see Section 3.6.2.4.). In Figure 8 the record was
:;ened by typing the I'D no. followed by a colon and the mode of
i4entification was extended.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

FIGURE 8 EXAMPLE OF IDENTIFICATION DIALOGUE
(EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION)

3.6.2.2. Checking identification status of targets- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 - -
The observer can open the identification-data record of a target

not only to append data to the record (by means of the control command
':' as described above), but also for just reading the identification
data. In the latter case he simply tYPes a question mark '?'. The
identification data of the addressed target is then displayed on the
VDU.

If the target is addressed with its ID no. and a question mark,
the display will be similar to the example in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows
an example in which the check was carried out using the electronic
cursor of the vector display. Whenever no identification data is available
in storage, the computer replies to a question mark with a 'NOT IDENTIFIED'
message (Figure 11). A "NO SUCH TARGET AVAILABLE' message is issued if
a target which does not exist at all within the system is addressed
(Figure 12 ). (The same message is obtained if a target which does not
exist is addressed by its ID no. followed by a colon.)



EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION, 	 CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM

148?

TYPE: 	 TO

DEAD WEIGHT: 	 100000

NAME: 	 MS NISO

NATIONALITY: 	 CUR

EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION, 	 CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM'

160?

TARGET 160: NOT IDENTIFIED

■••■■•■■••■•■■■ ■■■■••■■••....
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11
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13

14

15

16

17

18

FIGURE 9 CHECK OF IDENTIFICATION STATUS
(TARGET ADDRESSED BY ID No.)

e__

EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION,

CURSOR TARGET: 	 148

TYPE: 	 TO

DEAD WEIGHT: 	 100000
NAME: 	 MS NISO

NATIONALITY: 	 CUR

CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM`11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
•■■•■•••■■■ •■•■■•■•■• ••■■•■■•     01.1■■■ 	 4111* •■•■••■■ 	 •■••■■••■•     

FIGURE 10 CHECK OF IDENTIFICATION STATUS
(TARGET ADDRESSED WITH ELECTRONIC CURSOR)
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EXTENDED IDENTIFICATION, CHANGE MODE BY TYPING 'CM'

160?

TARGET 1 60: NO SUCH TARGET AVAILABLE

O
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11

12
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14
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16

17
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FIGURE 12 CHECK OF IDENTIFICATION STATUS
(TARGET DOES NOT EXIST)

3.6.2.3. Off-normal apPearance of targets_
	 -
within observation area- - - - - 	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Owing to hardware shortcomings, shielding effects, etc.(see references 1 and 2 ) a tracked target can get lost somewhere within
the observation area. ConsequentlY it is predictable that such a
target comes up as a 'new' target at some later time. Targets which
'enter' the observation area in the vicinity of lost targets are therefore
consldered as 'off -normal' new targets and the comPuter will call the
help of the observer in such events.

We can distlnguish a variety of possible situations depending
on the historY of a target:

(i) The new target is an already identified target, the tracking
of which was lost.
If it can be couPled, and there is only one existing track line
to which a Possible coupling can be made, no dialogue is necessary;
the computer system knows exactly to which track line the new
target must be coupled.
If it can be coupled to more than one existing track line, and if
these lines were declared suspicious at a previous stage (e.g.
lost targets), then the computer questions (in sector 2 of the VDU):

CURSOR TARGET: 148 COUPLED TO 160 TYPE: 10 DEAD WEIGHT: 100000 OK?
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If the observer responds with 'Y' (i.e. yes) the coupling will be
made effective. On 'N' (i.e. no) the dialogue continues with e.g.:

CURSOR TARGET: 	 148 COUPLED TO 160 TYPE: TO DEAD WEIGHT: 	 100000 	 OK? N
CURSOR TARGET: 	 148 COUPLED TO 165 TYPE: TO DEAD WEIGHT: 	 28000 	 OK?

Again on 'Y' the coupling will be made effective; on 'N' the system
searches for more alternatives. If the stock is exhausted the new
target (in this example number 148) is added to the work order list
(VDU sector 1).

(ii)The new target is an unidentified target the tracking of which was lost.
If it can be coupled, and there is only one existing track line to
which a possible coupling can be made, no dialogue is necessary; the
computer system knows exactly to which track line the new target
must be coupled.
If it can be coupled to more than one existing track line, and if
the possible alternatives are also unidentified targets, the observer
has to check the computer coupling proposals with the aid of the
track line (history) display (see Sections 3.6.2.4 and 3.6.2.5).

(iii)The new target cannot be coupled to an already existing track line.
If, despite a dialogue between the system and the observer, the
new target cannot be coupled at all to an existing track, it will be
added to the work order list for identification.

3. 6 .2.4. NOdification of stored track lines

The automatic tracking of targets can be followed by the observer
on the vector display. In certain circumstances, e g when two or more
targets pass close by each other, the observer can judge whether the
tracking of such targets by the system has been correctly carried out
or not. If he suspects that this is not the case, e.g. when a permutation
has taken place, the track lines have to be modified.

. 	 . 	 .The system Includes facilities to modify the parts of the track
lines in storage and, the display of track lines on the trend recorder
is of great help in these Procedures. Modifications Of stored track lines
are carried out in three phases:
(i)Deletion - those parts of the track lines which

are deleted.
(ii)CoUpling - the appropriate pairs of track line

to each other.
Completion.-- missing data points are filled in by

The observer plays an important part in the d
Phases. He begins by addressing the targets, the track
wants to modify, by using the electronic cursor of the

have to be modified

pieces are coupled

interpolation.

eletion and coupling
lines of which he
vector display.
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To start the modification procedure, he types the ID nos.
-f the targets (up to 4) followed by the command 'P', e.g.:. 	 .

	N1, N2, N3, N4 P 	(in which N1 to N4 are ID nos.)

(N1, N2, N3 P or N1, N2 P or N1 P are also allowed)

After this command has been issued, the most recent history
(say, up to 15 minutes) of these targets is displayed on the trend
recorder and the sequence of actions described in the flowchart in
Fi gure 13 are executed. This sequence can be illustrated by the examples
shown in Figures 1 4 and 15.

In example"1 (Figure 14), the observer identifies the three
targets involved by the use of the electronic cursor. By typing the
three ID nos. followed by 'P' the observer obtains the display shownshn Figure 14(t,). The message requesting the observer to set the timet'
i 

i nterval  for deletion is answered and the display shown in Figur
ec

)
is obtained. If the observer considers that the deletion is satisfactory,
he answers the 'check' message with 'Y' and the coupling dialo
tgins. After rejection of a suggestion a new suggestion is issued b1
the computer. For this particular example up to nine possibilities can
be tried out.

Example 2 (Figure 15) shows the permutation of two targets
and illustrates the dialogue which occurs if the correct deletion
interval is not obtained at the first attempt.

At the end of a coupling phase, targets which cannot be
coupled are declared as 'lost targets' and 'new targets' as appropriate
and the computer interpolates the missing points for the targets which have
been coupled.

3. 6 .2.5. Display of track lines on trend recorder
••••	 •■•■ 	 ergo 	 NM. 	 ow 	 al* 	 •■•• 	 •■• 	 4m, 	 N. 	 mow 	 ow 	 WM VIM 	 /1/.

The ID nos. of the targets to be displayed are first found by
the use of the electronic cursor of the vector display. The display
of the track lines on the trend recorder can then be obtained by typing
the ID nos. followed by the command 'T' (for trend):

	N1, N2, N3, N4 T	(for the maximum of 4 targets)

(Ni, N2, N3 T or Ni,N2 T or N1 T or T are also allowed)

If a single 'T' (not preceded by ID nos.) is typed the complete picture
will'43e blanked.



COMMAND RECEIVED

CHECK ON TREND RECORDE
OK7'

DECLARE TARGETS LOST (NI, N2, N3, N4)

AT Ti.osTeTtiow - A

NO

WHICH TARGETS?

NI, N2, N3, N4

'SET TIME INTERVAL FOR DELETION
(A,11 MINUTES!'

DECLARE 'NEW' TARGETS (N5, N6, N7, N8)
AT TN E veTNow - 8

V

START STANDARD QUESTIONNAIRE TO
COUPLE N8 TO ONE OUT OF THE

REMAINING TARGETS (Ni N4)

ADD 'NOT COUPLED TARGETS' NI-N4 TO
LIST OF *LOST TARGETS'

ADD 'NOT COUPLED TARGETS' N5-N8 TO
LIST OF 'NEW TARGETS'

START STANDARD QUESTIONNAIRE TO
COUPLE N7 TO ONE OUT OF THE

REMAINING TARGETS (NI .N4)

START STANDARD QUESTIONNAIRE TO
COUPLE N5 TO ONE OUT OF Ni - N4

START STANDARD QUESTIONNAIRE TO
COUPLE N6 TO ONE OUT OF THE

REMAINING TARGETS (NI • N4)

FIGURE 13 FLOWCHART POR TRACK LINE MODIFICATION PROCEDURE
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(b) Situation as recorded by MATROS

— 25 —

CURSOR TARGET NUMBER: 140
CURSOR TARGET NUMBER: 150
CURSOR TARGET NUMBER: 160
140, 150, 160 P

SET TIME INTERVAL FOR DELETION (A,B MINUTES): 8,2

202

201.,

200

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

160

(c) Track lines after deletion phase

SET TIME INTERVAL FOR DELETION (A.8 MINUTES). 8,2i

CHECK ON TREND RECORDER, OK? Y

CURSOR TARGET. 200 COUPLED TO 140 TYPE. .. DEAD WEIGHT:.... OK? N
CURSOR TARGET: 200 COUPLED TO 150 TYPE: .. DEAD WEIGHT:... OK? Y

CURSOR TARGET: 201 COUPLED TO 140 TYPE: .. DEAD WEIGHT: .... OK? Y

CURSOR TARGET: 202 COUPLED TO 160 TYPE... DEAD WEIGHT.	  OK? Y
411

t

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

111.■■•■••• 	 •10.

FIGURE 14 MODIFICATION OF TRACK LINES: EXAMPLE 1



140 	     
	 150   

(a). Situation as recorded by MATROS

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

,,........ ;1..1.777
• •,.**.:•:•:•:•:.:::::;:::::•:::;::

.::::::::::::;:;:::....
. 	 ..

.. :::..: 	
r777:"::::::::•:::;:-:.:•*:::::::::::.:......

.;::::.:::::.:::: 140,::::::: ,::,::::..::::.:::......,,:::::..........:::.,:.,, .. ••  •TARGET NU. BER

.. 	 :.,....,:...:...,....

CU R SOR .. 	 GETT....---..-...- : ....: -:.:.:.:.::::....:.:...:.:::. : . : . : . : ..

..: 	 ..•'''''....'ir.':•:....,,.,•.;;41iER :::::::.::::::: 150
:..::-'...: ' :r.s.:."-:-:...:::.*..:.'.::-:-:-:.'.:.:-:•:.:..-:.:.:......

..:.:-...:: ......,.::::,.:.:,.......

CURSOR1..... 	 TARGET
..:•.::.. -.....,:.;....... -. ..t ,	 " „,,,,,_ _	 . :.,....,.................:,:„.„.„....,:.:„.....,:.:..„::,.,..... .:..... :. : .... r .:........ ::::,:.......:,,,,: ...::,:::::::::, :::....,..... ..

1•::,::::::: :: :: :: :: ::. :: :: ::::: :: :: ::..::: :.::1::: :.... :::: :: ::::: ::?:: ::::;:: :::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::: .:::::::::: :::::::,.: .:......,.....
,:::.:...........:.!.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 	 . 	 .... 	 .• 	 .. 	 ... 	 , 	 . 	 . 	 .... 	 ,.

. 	 ... 	 '...:::::::.::::.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::.'::::::::::::::::::::::::i::::::::::::;;.::::::::::::.:.'::::::::::*:::'":*::':::::.:.?::".::::::::.::::.::::::::i:::i.:::•:...::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::,,:::,:,.,...:.::

...... '''''.•"...' 	 P :':''''':::.:.:-.-..::::*:.:.:....:.:::::.:.;.: :: : : : : :. ..: .........: .....x.:.:....... s . : ......... ::::::.:....:......:.:::.:.:.:..:::::.:.:.::.:::,.:.:„...,::::::,.......:.:,:.:.....................
.::::;:::::::.:.:.:.:...-.............

SET TIME INTERVAL FOR DELETION (A,B MINUTES). 	 6,2+.
CHECK ON TREND RECORDER, OK? N

SET TIME INTERVAL FOR DELETION (A,B MINUTES): 	 8,211.

CHECK ON TREND RECORDER, OK? Y

CURSOR TARGET: 200 COUPLED TO 140 TYPE: .. DEAD WEIGHT:. . ... OK? Y

CURSOR TARGET: 201 COUPLED TO 150 TYPE: .. DEAD WEIGHT:. ... OK? Y

•■••■•■■•■ •■•■■ •■•■■ ••■■•

140 200=-140 
201= 150- 	 150 

(b) Corrected version

FIGURE 15 MODIFICATION OF TRACK LINES: EXAMPLE 2
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Targets once displayed on the screen remain displayed as
long as

(i) they are observed inside the observation area,
(ii)no new 'T' or 'P' command, which asks for the display of a new set

of targets, is issued.

The display, as Proposed, will start with the first addressed target (Ni)
iT,,sitioned in the centre of the screen. Whenever this target reaches

the boundary of the screen, the Picture will be reset such that the
target is again displayed in the centre of the screen. The range of
the screen will be fixed (e.g. a miles).

3 6.2.6. System initialisation, adJustment of parameters

At the 'beginning of an observation period, as soon as the
isystem is running, a program initialisation normally h as to be perforzed.

This initialisation involves the setting of all Parameters (defining the
observation area etc.) to their desired values. Parameters once set
can be adjusted at any time, thus enabling the observer to keeP the
system updated should the  actual situation change. The initialisation
Program is activated by typing the command, 'I', after which the dialogue
shown in Figure 16 passes through:

SYSTEM INITIALISATION-ADJUSTMENT OF OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS

	2 	 DATE (DAY-MONTH-YEAR):

	3 	 TIME (HR-MIN):

	

4 	 OWN SHIP'S POSITION, DECCA

	

5 	 DECCA 2:

	

6 	 DECCA 3:

	

7 	 TARGET IDENTIFICATION DEAD TIME BUFFER (DEFAULT VALUE SO SEC):

	

8 	 TARGET IDENTIFICATION POSTPONE TIME (DEFAULT VALUE 360 SEC):

	

9 	 PRIMARY IDENTIFICATION RANGE (DEFAULT VALUE 8 MILES):

	

10 	 IDENTIFICATION HYSTERESIS AREA (DEFAULT VALUE 1 MILE):

FIGURE 16 SYSTEM INITIALISATION DIALOGUE



13 D
14 MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT SWITCHED ON? (Y OR N) Y
15 WAIT FOR READY MESSAGE'

After some time, when the transfer of data has been completed, the ready message
is issued:

17 	 DUMP TO MAGNETIC TAPE COMPLETED
18 ,

,,_______________ ____-______

Note that the tracking of targets begins as soon as the
:in program runs, no matter whether initalisation still has to be done or
..v. As long as initialisation has not been performed, the iprograzn uses
te default values for the relevant parameters. Moreover, when the
initialisation dialogue runs, the normal tracking of targets is not
i^terrupted.

3.6,2.7. Dump of target data to magnetic tape

Besides the automatic control of the magnetic tape unit by
the computer, it is possible to dump all the remaining target data
to magnetic tape at any time. This action must always be performed
at the end of an observation period before the system is switched off.
The dialogue for the dump procedure is shown in Figure 17. Once the
ready message has been received, the system may be switched off. If
the system is not .switched off , it continues to run normally.

FIGURE 17 DIALOGUE FOR THE DUMP OF
TARGET DATA TO MAGNETIC TAPE (EXAMPLE)



DATE 20/01/1977 TIME 14-34-59 LOGGED POSITION XXXX,YYYY

LOST TARGET NUMBER 148, 310 DEGR 7.8 MILES TYPE: TO

LOST TARGET NUMBER 310, 212 DEGR 9.0 MILES TYPE: RV2 1

20

19

- 29 -

3.6.3. Sector 3 - Messages, system information

Generally, sector 3 (lines 19 to 26) is intended for messages
vr.ich do not require the observer to take any direct conversational
%:.tion. Besides information concerning the day, time of the day and

position, the messages about lost targets are issued here.
:api cal example of a sector 3 display is given in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18 MESSAGES IN SECTOR 3
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F=LECTION OF THE. COMPONENTS 

1. 1. Environmental conditions 

All the equirment for MATROS will, obviously, have to operate
--.Jor and withstand the conditions on board a relatively small, sea-
-:1 - vessel. For typical 'shipbornei equipment such as the radar and

CAS used for radar data extraction no specific difficulties are
f:reseen. However, the conditios are likely to be more critical in
tr.e case of the computer central Processing unit (CPU), the disc memory
sys t em and the magnetic tape unit, for exa.mple. Thus, for the selection
cf these items, we have to pay special attention to factors such as:
- mechanical vibrations,
- pitch and roll movements,
- ambient temperature,
relative humidity.

Vlbrations
Since the ID s "Smal Agt" is equipped with a high revving

diesel engine and the deck construction is quite stiff, the vibration
level should be low enough for the operation of standard computer
equipment. Measurements taken on board the nt.s. "Smal Agt" before the
reconstruction of the wheelhouse did in fact show that the vibration
level was fairly low and, in any case, the system will normally only
be in use while the ship is anchored with the main engine standing bY.

Apart from some minor modifications , e.g. extra s'uPPorts for
large printed circuit boards, no special measures to cope with
vibrations should be necessary.

4.1.2. Pitch and roll
--------------

The pitching and rolling of the ship will have two main
effects on the system:

- decrease in the accuracy of radar measurements,
- mechanical consequences, especially for equipment with fast rotating
parts.

Modern CAS's obviously have to be fully operational on ships
which are rolling and pitching. For this reason they have built -in
filters to smooth out the noise on the primary data. It is expected
that, in the absence of a stand-alone hardware pitch and roll
compensating system, any Possible decline in the accuracy of the target
data will not seriously affect the data recorded by MATROS. Howev'er,
a hardware pitch and roll compensating system Probably has advantages
(over a software filter) during rough, stormy weather conditions.
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S. SOFTWARE ASPECTS 

5.1. Selection of computer language 

In general, scientific computer programs developed within
KSLA have to be written in FORTRAN IV, which was the language used for
the programs developed for processing the Hook of Holland data set .

In principle we propose that the programs for MATROS shou)d a2so
ibe written in FORTRAN IV. However, system size, available computer run

time, real time requirements, etc. may justify the writing of some program
rarts (front end programs, peripheral drivers, etc.) in assembler lang -...agE.
This 	 .
This combined approach offers the advantages of programming in 'higher'
lang'ages while the advantages of assembler programming (e.g. more
effective use of memory and computer run time) still remain available.

5. 2 . Software structure, operating system 

The structure of the MATROS software will utili se t h e fac il it i es

offered by modern operating systems, e.g.:

(i)Multitasking - A number of tasks (programs), when initiated, run
apparently simultaneously. Priority of tasks can be built in.

(ii)Overlays - Tasks, subroutines, etc. are repeatedly loaded from
aria: into the same, previously determined, memory area (overlay
area). This method makes optimum use of computer memory, of
course at the cost of disc transfer tine.

(iii) Hardware protected foreground/background operation - In general
th is me thod of Eprat ion i s u.sed wh en more than 32K computer memory
is available. Foreground/background programming is an aid to obtaining
fast response times.

(iv) Mapping and chaining - For large programs (more than 32K) complete
memory exchange with another computer memory image stored on disc
can be obtained by eithermaPPing or ch a ining.

Although the designing of the programs themselves will take
Place in the actual system analysis and software development cycle,
we can make a number of points regarding program structure based on
the function analysis we have carried out.

The MATROS programs each comprise a number of tasks*, running
'parallel' (merged). The definitions of overlay areas will strongly
depend on memory division and available computer run time. A task is
Put in the execute status by the receipt of an interrupt from its
corresponding external device or the real time clock or a call from
another program part.

As mentioned in Section 5.1, parts of the programs will be
writtenin assembler language. These assembler programs will be implemented
----------
* For a list of tasks see Section 5. 4 . The functions of each task are
described in Section 5.5.
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within the FORTRAN main programs. In general all subroutines, POPTPAR
as well as assembler routines, have to be re-entrant. Use is made of
'run time stacks' for storage of Variables, data, etc.

While the final output medium for MATROS data is magnetic
tape, the programs initially write all results to disc. Procedures
to add information (e.g. , identification data) to the data stored on
disc are incorporated and a recall Procedure, to access the data for
the track line history display, is also envisaged. Periodical transfer
of disc data to magnetic tape is controlled by interrupts from thereal time clock; the observer can also initiate the dump of disc
data to magnetic tape via the VDU. No procedure to re -access thedata recorded on magnetic tape is proposed.

In view of the need
tines for track line calculati
data will have to kept in the
required for this purpose are

to obtain reasonably short execution
ons, a considerable amount of measured
computer memory. Some of the files
described in the following section.

5.3. Main memory files for line tracking 

Files which often have to be examined (for calculations
sorting, comparisons, etc.) are stored in a fast-access memory. Data
records read from the radar data extractor are first stored in the
computer memory. After the new observations have been coupled to track
lines and filtered, the data are transferred to disc. This transfer
of records to disc will occur at 3 0 -second intervals.

Some of the files needed for data storage in the computer
memory are described below. Obvi ously this list of files is by no means
complete at this stage. Many files will be defined when an extensiv e
software system analYsis is set up (the first stage of system software
realisation).

(i) Track line table, file TLT

Filtered data of all targets which are being tracked as wellas ID nos. are stored in file TLT. This file always 'contains a copy
of the data most recently written to disc memory. Owing to the time
needed for coupling procedures and filter time delays, the data in
this file will be typically about 1 minute behind the real time.

Each record in file TLT contains the following information
for each target:

ID no.
pointer to ID no. in preceding record
Pointer to ID no. in following record
x -position (filtered data)
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Y -Position (filtered data)
x -speed 	 (filtered data)
y-speed 	 (filtered data)

Files H1 to H20 contain all the data received from the radar
data extractor over a period covering the last 20 antenna scans
(about 1 m i nute ) . The files are organised in the same way as file TLT,
except that the stored data have not (yet) been filtered. The data
for up to 100 targets can be stored, the information for each target
consisting of:

ID no. as received from radar data extractor
pointer to ID no. in preceding record
pointer to ID no. in following record
x-position
y-position
x -speed
Y-sPeed

A new record from the/adar data extractor is always read into
file H1, the old files H1 to H19 being renumbered H 2 to H20 . The new
record contains no ID no. pointers at this stage; these are determined
and filled in by program manipulations after reading. The filter program
(see Section 5.5) works on the data in files H13 to H20 (or H15 to H20,
dePending on filter width) and once every 30 seconds the ( filtered)
data in these files is written to disc memory with a copy to file TLT.

(iii) List of suspected targets, file ST

File ST contains pointers to all suspected targets, i.e.
targets which have been lost while they still ought to be within
the observation area. This file is examined if 'off-normal' new targets
are detected, since these are probably targets lost in the past which
have been picked up again.

Targets which remain suspected for longer-than 15 minutes are
removed from the list and the corresponding track line is terminated.

5. 4 • Computer tasks 

All the tasks to be performed by the MATROS computer are
listed below. The functions of these tasks are described in Section 5.5.
Task 1 	 Control of reception of data from the radar data extractor
Task 2 	 Maintenance of the dialogue between the MATROS observer and

the computer system.

(ii) Historical data (short term), files H1 to H2O
.
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Task 3 	 Checking of validity and integrity of input data; inter-
connection of measured points to form track lines (line
track ing ).

Task 14

	

	Coupling of related track lines to give complete track
histories.

Task 5 	 Filtering of track line data (smoothing).
Task 6 	 Addition of identification data to track lines.•
Task 7 	 Control of data to be sent to radar data extractor (cursor

control, display of special symbols, etc.).
Task 8 	 Control of output data to radar system (cursor control).
Task 9 	 Transfer of track data to disc.
Task 10 Transfer of track data  to magnetic tape.
Task 11 	 Output for display of selected track lines on trend recorder.
Task 12 	Initialisation and adjustment of parameters.

5.5. Functional description of the tasks 

The tasks listed in Section 5. 4 . are described here in more
detail. In most cases the descriptions are based on (or take the form
of) flowcharts. It should be em phasised that these flowcharts are
only to be interpreted as the results of a function analysis. They can
be used as a starting point in the final system analysis.

Task 1. Control of reception of data from the radar data extractor   _ - - - - - - - 	 - - - - - - - - - - - -
The flowchart for this task is shown in Figure 1 9.

Task 2 . Maintenance of the dialogue between the MATROS observer and
the EoliapUtgr -sisteM --------- - ------- - --- --------

Task 2 is designed such that it asks for control of the CPU
for only short periods (with regard to computer run time) at relatively
slow repetition rates. A rapid response is, however, guaranteed (the
observer has to wait no longer than say 0.5 s for a response after he
has keyed-in a character) because task 2 will operate with high priority.
For example, calculating programs may be interrupted by task 2 for
short periods.

Task 2 asks for control (i.e. it is put in. tle execute status)
on receipt of the following:

(i) an interrupt from the VDU screen, which means that a character
transfer has been completed;

(ii)an interrupt from the VDU keyboard, which requests the reading of
an input character by the computer;

(iii) an interrupt from the real time clock, for example when the
information on the VDU screen needs to be refreshed;

(iv) calls from other program tasks; e.g. in the case of
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READ ONE
WORD

ONCE EVERY 3.3 SECONDS  

NO ACTION:
WAIT FOR

NEW WORDS   

WRITE FILE

INITIATE
TASKS 3,4,5

AND 6

TASK SUSPENDED

FIGURE 19 TASK 1 - CONTROL OF RECEPTION OF DATA
FROM RADAR DATA EXTRACTOR



(a) the detection of a 'new target',
(b) the detection of a 'lost target',
(c) detection that the electronic cursor of the vector

display has been moved to another target,
(d) a re-arrangement of the work order list.

For the Performance of the individual functions (described
in Section 3 . 3 . 3 ) the task has been divided into a number of sub
tasks:

Sub-task 2. 1 Bookkeeping and issue of the work order list; display of
the latter in sector 1 of the VDU screen.

Sub-task 2.2 Selection and display of messages in sector 2.
Sub-task 2.3 Selection and display of messages in sector 3.

Sub-task 2 . 4 Reading and interpretation of text and commands from
the VDU keyboard.

Sub-task 2.5 Maintenance of the dialogue for system intialisation.

Sub-task 2.6 Maintenance of a file with all data to be shown on the
vector display. (This file is issued by task 7.)

Since a full description of the functions is given in Section 3.6,
no flowcharts have been included here.

Task 3. Checking of input data and line tracking

This task is described by the flowchart in Figure 20 . The
procedure by which the successive observations of each target are
coupled to form track lines is similar to that used in the off -line
Processing Programa described in reference 1.

Task 4. The coupling of related track lirles to give complete track
EiitEriei

A track line which has been terminated while the target was
still positioned within the observation area (i.e. the track line of a lost
target) may be coupled to the track line of an 'off-normal' new target
if theY are sufficiently strongly related. Since the MATROS Programs
can ask for the help of the observer on-line, we expect that the
failure rate for linking related track lines will be far less than any
off-line program can deliver. Task 4 searches in the historical records
for track line Pieces on a regular basis and tries, by extrapolating
speeds and positions, to couple these pieces to more complete tracks
(see Figure 21). How far back in time task 4 can search dePends on
disc storage capacity and operational parameters, but will be of the
order of 15 minutes.



ANY
TARGETS

LEFT THE AREA
IN AN OFF-NORMAL

WAY?

YES ISSUE TARGET
LOST MESSAGE

DISAPPEARED
FOR LONGER
THAN 60 s

NO

— L5 —

EXAMINE
RECORDS FOR

BEST COUPLING
ADD ID POINTERS

ANY
TARGETS LEFT
THE AREA IN A
NORMAL WAY

TERMINATE
TRACK

LINE

DECLARE THIS
TARGET TO

BE A SUSPECTED
TARGET

NE
TARGETS,

OFF•NORMAL
ENTRY

TRY TO COUPLE
THIS TARGET

TO A SUSPECTED
TARGET

YES

NO

INITIATE A
DIALOGUE WITH
THE OBSERVER

FOR HELP

NO

YES

FIGURE 20 TASK 3 — CHECKING OF INPUT DATA AND LINE TRACKING



READ DATA OF
TNOW 5 MIN

TASK';4

HAS
A NEW TRACK

ARISEN SOMEWHERE
WITHIN OBSERVATION

AREA

NO

SEARCH FOR
SUSPECTED

TRACK LINES UP
TO TNOW - 15 MIN

FIGURE 21 TASK 4 - COUPLING OF RELATED TRACK LINES
TO GIVE COMPLETE TRACK HISTORIES

IF POSSIBLE,
MAKE A COUPLING

INTERPOLATE
MISSING POINTS



Task 5- Filtering of track line data (smoothing)

As described in KSLA memorandum MSE/384/76 (see Appendix IT) ,

the resolution of bear ing informat ion from the Digiplot 10 external
devices will be 0.1 degree. The same resolution may be expected from
scrcontrol's Data Radar. The Hook of Holland data set 1 , 14 had to br,
Kalman filtered because the bearing information was truncated to whole
degrees. We consider that, with a 0.1 degree resolution for tearing
information, a reasonably simple averaging smoother can be used for
the filter function in MATROS.

The filter chosen is of the type:

1=P

where 5.!t is the filtered estimate at time t and wi is a weighting factor
drawn from a normal distribution. The width of the filter may be 7 points
(i.e. 2P + 1 = 7, P = 	 but obviously the filter must be dimensioned
such that the following are attenuated:

- noise due to system inaccuracies.
- noise due to data truncations
- noise due to pitch and roll movements (period of about 7 seconds)
- noise due to sampling frequency (period of 3.3 seconds).

A flowchart of this task is shown in Figure 22 .

Task 6. Addition of identification data to track lines- - 	 - - - - - - 	 _

This task is described by the flowchart in Figure 23.

Task 7. Control of data to be sent to radar data extractor- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The flowchart in Figure 24 shows this task to be controlled by

interrupts from the real time clock at 1-second intervals. It may,
alternatively, be synchronised with the transfer of data from the
radar data extractor to the computer (i.e. controlled from task 1).

Task 8. Control of output data to radar system- - 	 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Task 8 can be initiated by:

- an interrupt from the PPI joystick
- task 2, e.g. when a message such as

CURSOR TARGET: 128 IS A TYPE: TO DEAD WEIGHT: 100000 OK?

Is issued by task 2 . In each case, the task calculates the cursor
Position and displays the symbol on the radar PPI. The cursor on the



READ NEXT FILE
(H20 TO H13) AND

MULTIPLY VALUES BY wi
RESULTS INTO FILE TLT

FIGURE 22 TASK 5 - FILTERING OF TRACK LINE DATA
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(TASK-rasK 6 INITIATED
BY TASK 2 

DETERMINE TARGET
ID No.

READ IDENTIFICATION
HISTORY OF SPECIFIED

TARGET FROM DISC

MODIFY IDENTIFICATION
FILE AND WRITE AGAIN

TO DISC

( 	 EXIT

FIGURE 23 TASK 6 - ADDITION OF IDENTIFICATION
DATA TO TRACK LINES



NO 	TASK SUSPENDED;
WAIT FOR INTERRUPT

NO

START COMMUNICATION
WITH CAS FOR DATA

TRANSFERS FROM COMPUTER
TO CAS

YES

ALL DATA
TRANSMITTED

YES

TRANSMIT 1 WORD

PREPARE FORMAT

READ THE TABLE (FILE)
WHICH GIVES POSITIONS

OF CURSOR AND
NEW SYMBOLS

— 50 —

( CLOCK: 1 s

FIGURE 24 TASK 7 - CONTROL OF DATA TO BE SENT TO
RADAR DATA EXTRACTOR



CALCULATE NEW
POSITION
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OUTPUT NEW POSITION
TO RADAR PPI
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CONTROL REQUESTED BY

TASK 2?
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_ tor. di splay is also moved (via task 7) if task 8 has been _.vitiated
task 2. A flowchart for task 8 is shown in Figure 25 below.

TASK 8

READ JOYSTICK
x-POSITION
y-POSITION

NO    

CALCULATE NEW
POSITION  

INITIATE TASK 7
TO MOVE VECTOR
DISPLAY CURSOR    

NO
OUTPUT NEW
POSITION TO
RADAR PPI

V
EXIT

FIGURE 25 TASK 8 - CONTROL OF OUTPUT DATA
TO RADAR SYSTEM



IF STILL NECESSARY , WRITE
NEW BLOCK TO DISC

WRITE FILE TLT (TRACK LINE
TABLE) TO DISC MEMORY

DISC TRANSFER OF
FILE TLT COMPLETED

YES

TASK SUSPENDED:
WAIT FOR INTERRUPT

NO

( CLOCK: 30 s
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Transfer -of track data to disc
:11.1.1‹. o 

The track line table file (TLT) is continuously updated with
data calculated from the measured data stored in files H20-1-11. Every

seconds, file TLT has to be written to disc memory. Task 9 executes
ttis transfer (see Figure 26 below), the timing being controlled by the

;fa' time clock.

FIGURE 26 TASK 9 - TRANSFER OF TRACK DATA TO DISC



                  

NO  TASK SUSPENDED:
WAIT FOR INTERRUPT,

(FLAG)                       

MAG. TAPE UNI
ON LINE
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Transfer of track data to magnetic t

The historical track line data in disc files have to be
transferred from disc to magnetic tape. An outline of this task is
given in Figure 27 below, although this is normally a built-in

task

of a real time operating system such as that required for MATROS. The
dump of track line data to magnetic tape can be controlled in two
ways: on command of the MATROS observer (initiated via task 2) and
by interrupts from the real time clock.

TASK 10

CALCULATE NUMBER AND
ADDRESSES OF FILES TO BE

TRANSFERRED FROM DISC TO
MAGNETIC TAPE

SWITCH ON MAG. TAPE UNIT

TRANSFER NEXT DATA BLOCK
FROM DISC TO MAG. TAPE  

	ti	           
TASK SUSPENDED:

WAIT FOR INTERRUPT  

	ti	           

FIGURE 27 TASK 10 - TRANSFER OF TRACK DATA TO MAGNETIC TAPE
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Task 11. Output for display of selected track lines on trend recordc ,.- - - 	 - - - - - 	 - - 	 - -

The dis play of the track lines of a number of selected targets
(max. 4) on the trend recorder is achieved by storing the data of the
previous hour (max. 120 points per target) in a memory array and outputting
the array sequentially (see Figure 28). The trend recorder can be:
- an oscilloscope with external x and y -deflection facilities (output

via digital -to -amalog converters),
- a storage oscilloscope (output via digital -to-analog converters), or
- a TV system with local memory and video signal generator.

Since too much computer run time must not be consumed just for pictur ,.-
refreshments, the implementation of a display with some kind of local
memory is strongly recommended.

After task 11 has been initialised by task 2 it remains
active; the selected target track lines continue to be displayed and

updated under control of the real time clock. When the observer a gain
types IT', task 11 i s aborted by task 2 . The observer can then specify
new targets to be displayed and task 11 is initialised again.

Task 12. Initialisation and adjustment of parameters- - - - - - -
After the command

the execute status. Task 12
(see Figure 29) and all the
in the computer memory.

'I' has been received, task 12 is put in
controls the initialisation dialogue
operational parameters are stored in a file
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FIGURE 28 TASK 11 - OUTPUT FOR DISPLAY OF SELECTED TRACK LINES
ON TREND RECORDER
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FIGURE 29 TASK 12 - INITIALISATION AND ADJUSTMENT
OF PARAMETERS
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6. PROPOSED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

. 	 The configuration of the selected hardware and the mechanical
layout * of the proposed system are described in this section. Some
remarks concerning construction are also made.

As a consequence of the decisions reported in Section 4 the
proposec configuration is thet drawn in Figure 1 with the exception of
the seParate pitch and roll compensation system. The selected components

Digiplot (Iotron Corporation), mechanical layout and software
modified to MATROS sPecif'ications (see Appendix II).

) Computer system- - - - - - - - -
16 -bit adnicomPuter sYstem RP 2124H (Hewlett-Packard) including
5 -MbYte disc, megnetic tape unit, visual dispday unit and
special interfaces.

(iii) Primary radar system

10 cm (S-band)/3 cm (X -band) interswitchable system. A Raytheon
RM and TM.CPA radar system is recommended (see Appendix VIII).

The mechanical layout of MATROS inside the wheelhouse (bridge)
ofthem.s.''Smal Agt" is, outlined in Figure 30. The speific features
of the layout and the requirements for the individual components area

( ) - - - - - -

Apart from the electronic design, the mechanics of the Digiplot
system have to be modified: the display as well as the control panel
have to be separated from the cabinet housing the electronics. This is
necessary so that the observer can perform his job while sitting,
an essential ergonomic requirement for MATROS. However, for consultation
of the raw radar Picture, an operation which will be rarely performed,
it is accepted that the observer will have to stand up at times.

Negotiations with Iotron revealed that they are Prepared to
carry out the modifications for this particular application in accordance
with the customer's requirements. The Digiplot electronics will be
installed below the desk (desk surface 750 mm above the ground) while
the display and control panel will be mounted on the desk. From the
maintenance point of view, there are no major changes; the electronics
will still be accessible from both the front and rear, exactly as for
the standard housing-

i) Computer system

The computer system will be located by the starboard wall of
the wheelhouse. Since the observer's view to starboard (and preferably
in all directions) must not be obstructed the cabinet height will not
exceed 750 ram.

* The mechanical layout has been designed in close cooPeratiori with the
Psychological Laboratory of the Rijksuniversiteit, Utrecht (see
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As far as the operation of the computer equiPment on board
el sea-going vessel is concerned (see Section 4.1) a number of special
measures will be taken. Moist, salty air is expected to be present in
the wheelhouse and for this reason, the computer equipment will be
installed inside the air-conditioned housing. This housing will be
designcd such that a heat exchanger can be incorporated; cooling
(or warming) air will be circulated in a closed-circuit through the
computer equipment and heat exchanger. The dimensions of the housing
are 2400 mm x 750 mm x 750 mm (wxdxh). As a further preventative
measure against condensation, heaters installed within (or below)
some of the equipment will be switched on whenever the equipment in
question is switched off.

Under all circumstances, the air-conditioning system will
have to keep the air temperature between 10 and 40 °C and the relative
humidity between 20 and 80 %. The quantity of heat to be extracted will
be approx. 2000 W. This figure includes the 400 W which a magnetic
tape unit running normally will produce.

(iii)Joystick for radar PPI

The external joystick for control of the electronic cursor
of the raw radar PPI will be located nearby this PPI. We suggest
that the standard joystick built into the Rayscan TM.CPA control
panel is used for this purpose.

(iv)Trend recorder (track line display) 

The trend recorder will be placed on the desk. Daylight
Presentation is preferred. Hewlett-Packard has available a standard
interface which has an internal memory and can drive a standard
television monitor (memory capacity 256 x 256 bit).
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